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Hillsborough disaster report

The Hillsborough disaster occurred when 96 Liverpool fans died after being crushed at Sheffield Wednesday during the 1989 FA Cup semi-final with Nottingham Forest. The fans who died were in the pens of two terrace salines lepenes. Each pen was separated by fences, including a hanging barrier designed to prevent the invasion of the
stadium. Each pen had a small locked gate opening onto the pitch. The report, prepared by the Hillsborough Independent Team, said that although there were clear signs of distress, there was a time before the police responded fully and made attempts to rescue those who were being crushed. It is clear that this cannot be done. The
safety of the crowd that was admitted to the balcony has been compromised at every level: access to the turnstiles of the highway; the status and adequacy of the turnstiles; crowd management by South Yorkshire Police (SYP) and Sheffield And Nzday FC (SWFC) supervisors; modifications to the balcony, particularly the construction of
pens; Access to central pens through a tunnel descending at 1 in 6 gradients; emergency exit from pens through small gates in the perimeter fence; and lack of careful monitoring of the capacity of the crowd inside the pens. These shortcomings were well known, and other congestion problems at the turnstiles in 1987 and on the balcony
in 1988 were additional indicators of the potential hazards to the safety of the crowd. The stakes were known and the crushing in 1989 was expected. The shortcomings in responding to the current crisis were rooted in institutional tension within and between organizations. This was reflected in the police mentality and supervision, which is
dominated by concern about crowd disturbance; CB's decision to replace an experienced match leader... Just weeks before the FA Cup semi-final, I had already been criticised. None of the documents disclosed to the Panel indicated the rationale behind this decision. Throughout the 1980s there was considerable uncertainty about South
Yorkshire Police and Sheffield Wednesday football responsibilities to manage crowds within the stadium. The management of the public was viewed exclusively through the lens of a potential mass disorder, and this ambiguity was not resolved despite the problems in the previous semi-final. The People's Committee of SWFC and SYP
were not prepared for the disaster that occurred on the stands on 15 April 1989. Not only was there a delay in acknowledging mass casualties, but the major incident plan was not properly activated, and only limited portions were put into effect. As a result, the rescue and The efforts were affected by a lack of leadership, coordination and
prioritization of casualties and equipment. The emergency response to the Hillsborough disaster has not been fully examined, due to the assumption that the result for those who died was irreversibly constant long before they were assisted. It cannot be established whether a more effective emergency response would save the lives of
anyone who has died. Given the evidence disclosed to the Panel that some people with partial asphyxiation remained for longer periods, a quick, appropriate, more focused response and appropriate equipment could save more lives. During the investigation, the coroner determined that there should be a moratorium of 3.15 p.m. per day
with regard to medical evidence, arguing that the fate of all those who died after this point had already been determined by previous events. The Panel's access to all relevant records has confirmed that the idea of a single, unplanned and rapid pattern of mortality in all cases is unsustainable. Some of those who died did so long after the
loss of consciousness during which they could have been revived, or, conversely, succumbed to a new event such as inappropriate positioning. It is not possible to ascertain with certainty that any individual has been or can survive in different circumstances. However, it is clear that some of the people who suffered partial asphyxiation
survived, while others did not. It is very likely that what happened to these individuals after 3:15 p.m. was important in determining that outcome. On the basis of this disclosed evidence, it cannot be concluded that life or death was inevitably determined by the events leading up to 3.15 p.m., or that no new fatal accident could have
occurred after that time. It is clear from the documents revealed that SYP sought from the outset to create a case that confirmed exceptional levels of drunkenness and aggression among Liverpool fans, claiming that many arrived at the stadium late, without tickets and determined to enter by force. Eight years after the disaster, it was first
publicly revealed that statements made by CB officers were initially handwritten as memories, then underwent a review and change process involving CB's lawyers and a team of SYP officers. Some 116 of the 164 statements identified were amended to make substantial adjustments to remove or change unfavorable comments to SYP.
The Committee also considered the blame allegations against Liverpool fans in some newspapers, including The Sun. Documents disclosed to the Commission show that the source of these serious allegations was a local press agency in Sheffield and informed by several SYP officers, a SYP spokesman and a local MP. It also shows
how the SYP Police Union, with the informal support of the SYP Police Chief, sought to develop and publicize Among the events that focused on many police officers' allegations of drunkenness, lack of tickets and violence among a large number of Liverpool fans. This has gone beyond the scope of the media to include Parliament.
However, from the mass of documents, television coverage and CCTV disclosed to the Panel, there is evidence to support these allegations but a few isolated examples of aggressive or verbally abusive behaviour that clearly reflect frustration and despair. The verdict in the Hillsborough trial came after 30 years of legal battles over
responsibility for the disaster, which claimed 96 lives on 15 April 1989. However, in November 1991, the Ruling House of Lords stated that the Chief Constable of South Yorkshire Police had admitted responsibility for negligence in relation to deaths and bodily injury. Show all 20 overcrowding in the 1989 FA Cup semi-final at
Hillsborough,the porters were crushed against the barrier as a disaster occurred before an FA Cup semi-final match between Liverpool and Nottingham Forest played at Hillsborough Stadium in Sheffield, 1989 PASevere overcrowding led to 96 fans Liverpool lost their lives paadvertising boards that were used as stretchers, piled up after
overcrowding in the 1989 FA Cup semi-final at Hillsborough Young Liverpool fan sat side of the pitch, and after the hillsborough disaster, 1989 attended a paliverpool memorial service by 300 0 peoplePALiverpool footballer Dalglish and his wife Marina at a memorial service at The Metropolitan Catholic Cathedral in Liverpool, in memory of
those killed in the Hillsborough disaster, 1989 PAFloral tribute is left by Target at Hillsborough, April 1989PAJohn Aldridge laid a floral tribute Anfield, 1989PAA woman being comforted as she bowed by a tribute floral tribute at the gates of Sheffield Hillsborough Stadium, in the morning after ninety-six Liverpool fans died of injuries
sustained in a fatal crush at groundPAFormer's chief superintendent David Duckenfield 1989 PAPrime Minister Margaret Thatcher tours Hillsborough Stadium with David Duckenfield (left) after the Hillsbrix football disaster gathering at Anfield for a memorial service after the Hillsborough disaster on 22 April 1989PADIANA Princess of
Wales talks to Liverpool, 16 in Sheffield HospitalPAS grief sweeps Anfield and Standing Cobb as hundreds of thousands of tributes were put in The memory of the 96 people who died at Hillsborough Stadium on 15 April 1989 at the English Football Association's Cup semi-final match between Liverpool and Nottingham Forestliverpool's
Kenny Dalglish watches in anguish as dead and wounded Liverpool fans are taken away in ambulances (Getty Images) Supporters pay their condolences after the Hillsborough disaster at Anfield in Liverpool , Football fans at Hillsborough Stadium help after the support fence collapsed during a match between Liverpool and Nottingham
forestPAPolicemen saving football fans at Hillsborough Stadium after the support fence collapsed during a match between Liverpool and Nottingham Forest Getty96 victims of the Hillsborough disaster after sitting for 31 days, the Taylor Inquiry publishes a provisional report concludes The main cause of the disaster was the failure of police
control and criticism of South Yorkshire Police to blame and Lord Justice Taylor concluded that most fans were not drunk, not even the worst to drink and highlighted contributing factors including opening exit gates to allow fans to enter the ground and not delay the start of the match. The report says that the invasion of the stadium was
unlikely at the beginning of a match and there was no effective leadership to organize rescue efforts or relieve pressure from behind the pens where the crush occurred. Sheffield Wednesday FC was also criticised for the insufficient number of rotors at the entrance to Lebens Lane and the poor quality of the crushing barriers on the stands,
some of which collapsed during the disaster. Taylor's report is causing uk-wide changes in football pitches, where he sees fencing being removed and parked terraces being converted into seating areas in large areas. 10. The Crown Prosecution Service determines that, after considering all evidence and documents, there is no evidence
to justify any criminal proceedings against officers of South Yorkshire Police, Sheffield AndNzai, Sheffield City Council or the structural engineering company that designed the pens. Members of the public file 17 complaints for disciplinary action, which is recommended for David Duckenfield and Bernard Murray, who was a ground
commander that day. The Police Complaints Board has sufficient evidence to charge them with negligence, but Mr. Duckenfield is on sick leave during the operation and retires on medical grounds in November 1991. After judicial advice, the Authority decides not to take action against Mr. Murray alone. The court shows the layout of the
stadium at David Duckenfield Hillsborough trialInques openin sheffield, heard by a local coroner, south Yorkshire Police renews its argument that drunken supporters who arrived late and without tickets contributed to the disaster. The investigation became controversial after Dr. Stefan Popper limited the scope of events until 3:15 p.m. on
the day of the disaster – just nine minutes after the match was suspended – and the witness was excluded from the presence of two doctors inside the stadium. Bereaved families were outraged that investigations could not consider the emergency response after that point, and the accidental death sentence returned on March 26, 1991.
From the length of time between the disaster and his death the law does not allow Mr Duckenfield to be charged with the manslaughter of Mr Bland Tony Bland for leaving severe brain damage in the wake of the Hillsborough football disaster in 1989, Judge McEwan says he could not see any error in the coroner to cut the scope of the
investigation at 3.15pm because he relied on medical evidence and refused to overturn the sentences. After a television play about the Hillsborough disaster aired, the Home Office's Executive Police Policy Unit wrote to Michael Howard, the then Home Secretary, saying it suggested that some of the victims were still alive at 3.30pm.
There are renewed calls for a new investigation or public inquiry. The following March, the Home Office meeting looks at materials provided by the Hillsborough Family Support Group (HFSG) calling for a new investigation, but advice to the prosecutor says the 3:15 p.m. suspension was entirely justified. The then Director of Public
Prosecutions concludes that there is no new evidence as claimed by the Panel and its legal representatives, and therefore there is no reason to reopen the police investigation into the Hillsborough disaster. The new Labour home secretary, Jack Straw, referred to the discussions, but said public concern would not allay the home's
reassurance that there was no new evidence and proposed an independent review. The new scrutiny was conducted by Lord Justice Stuart Smith. A handwritten letter apparently written by Tony Blair, asking why? What's the point? The audit goes ahead, but in February 1998, Lord Justice Stuart Smith rejects the grounds for the abolition
of summary death sentences or the filing of a case. Didn't? What is the point?' Tony Blair wrote regarding the possibility of an independent review, giving the HFSG permission to prosecute Mr Duckenfield and Mr Murray.In February 2000, both officers are appealing to the Division Court but fail to hold the trial in Leeds between 6 June and
24 July 2000. Mr. Murray has been acquitted and the jury has yet to decide on David Duckenfield and rejects the request for a retrial. Andy Burnham is reduced to mute nodwhen his speech is drowned out by the decisive cheers of justice for the 96 (PA), and the committee finds that 41 victims had no signs of crushing injuries originally
claimed by pathologists and therefore had been rescued. This conclusion undermines the decision of the coroner in the first investigations to limit their scope to events before 3.15 p.m., and not to consider an chaotic medical response beyond that point. The Independent Police Complaints Commission has launched an investigation into
allegations of cover-ups by officers in the aftermath of the disaster. The Supreme Court annuls the original inquest rulings of accidental death and orders new investigations. Prosecutor Dominic Grieve had filed a request based on the report of the Hillsborough Independent Panel. New Investigations begin in Warrington, and go on to
become the longest case heard by a British jury. The results are highly critical of the police operation, stadium planning, design and local ambulance service. Relatives react after a jury delivered its verdict in the new inquests into the Hillsborough disaster, in WarringtonReutersRelatives of those who died in the Hillsborough disaster
celebration outside the Hillsborough inquest in WarringtonPAMargaret Aspinall holds a banner after the jury delivered its verdict in the new disaster investigation Hillsborough ReutersRelatives from Hillsborough sang 'You'll never walk alone' as they leave Birchwood Park after hearing the Hillsborough inquiry findings By GettyRelatives of
Hillsborough victims show their emotions leaving Birchwood Park after hearing the findings of the Hillsborough Inquiry Getty ImagesRelatives of victims Hillsborough hugs as they leave Birchwood Park after hearing the findings of the Hillsborough inquiry at Warrington ImagesMargaret Aspinall (C), whose son James died in the
Hillsborough disaster in 1989, makes a statement after the investigation into the 1989 Hillsborough disaster was completed You never walk alone after the jury delivered its verdict in the new inquest into the Hillsborough ReutersRelatives disaster of Hillsborough victims holding up signs as they leave Birchwood Park after hearing the
findings of the Hillsborough inquest imagesDonna Miller (R), sister of Hillsborough victim Paul Carlyle A sign holds as relatives leave Birchwood Park after hearing the findings of the Hillsborough inquiry at The Warrington Images The Crown Prosecution Service announces that six people will be charged with offences in connection with
the disaster - Mr Duckenfield is charged with manslaughter and former Sheffield And Sunday club secretary Graham Mack 2 - health and safety offences. Lawyer Peter Metcalfe, former chief superintendent Donald Denton and former Chief Inspector Alan Foster are all accused of perverting the course of justice. Prosecutors say a police
officer and Ferrer will not be prosecuted for allegedly fabricating a story about a police horse burning with cigarettes in Hillsborough. The prosecution of Farrier on charges of perverting the course of justice was found to be not in the public interest, and there was insufficient evidence against the police officer. The Prosecution announces
that all charges against Sir Norman Bettison are dropped because there is insufficient evidence to obtain a realistic chance of conviction, which is the test of all prosecutions. He cites the death of two witnesses and inconsistencies in the evidence of others as part of the reason for the decision. Judge Sir Peter Openshaw rejects the
defence's request to ban reporting on the Hillsborough trial until the jury delivers its verdict. He also rejects the prosecution's request to block Twitter Court, share articles on social media or include video in news articles. David Duckenfield, police commander on match day at the Hillsborough Football Stadium disaster, arrives at the court
in Preston in January 2019 to try Mr Duckenfield and Mr Mackrell begins at Preston Crown Court.Mr the Retrial of Duckenfield begins at Preston Crown Court.On 1 November, a juror is dismissed after his fellow jurordick Duckenfield needs to die, but the judge rules that the trial can continue. He was dismissed from the second juror on 19
November after suffering from bereavement, leaving a jury of seven women and three men to decide the case. Case.
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